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Abstract
The brain must guide immediate responses to beneficial and harmful stimuli
while simultaneously writing memories for future reference. Both immediate
actions and reinforcement learning are instructed by dopamine. However, it is
unknown how dopaminergic systems maintain coherence between these two
reward functions. Optogenetic activation experiments showed that the
dopamine neurons that inform olfactory memory in Drosophila have a distinct,
parallel function driving attraction and aversion (valence). Olfactory-memory
neurons were dispensable for valence. A broadly projecting set of
dopaminergic cells had valence that was dependent on dopamine, glutamate,
and octopamine. Similarly, a more restricted dopaminergic cluster with
attractive valence was reliant on dopamine and glutamate. Opto-inhibition of
this narrow subset revealed that behavior was influenced by pre-existing
dopaminergic activity. Dopamine’s acute effect on valence provides a
mechanism by which a dopaminergic circuit can coherently write memories to
influence future responses while guiding immediate actions.
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Introduction
For an animal to survive and thrive, its brain must integrate sensory stimuli
and internal signals to guide it toward benefits and away from harm. Some
neural information has evolved to be innately instructive to behavior—for
example, a sensory response to painful heat. Other information has no
inherent evolutionary imperative a priori, but can acquire behavioral meaning
through learning. A fundamental aspect of all brain states is their propensity to
make an animal approach or avoid a stimulus, a property termed ‘emotional
valence’ 1. In humans, an emotional behavior like a facial expression of disgust
is characterized as having negative valence, while a happy smile can be said to
have positive valence. It has long been appreciated that such emotional
behaviors have counterparts in all animals, including insects 1–3. In the brain,
emotional valence is partly governed by neuromodulators, soluble factors that
modify neuronal excitability and synaptic dynamics through their action on
metabotropic receptors 4. Through these cellular effects, neuromodulators
transform circuit dynamics, eliciting various motor outputs from a single
network 5.

One particularly important neuromodulator is dopamine. In mammals,
dopamine-releasing cells have been implicated in diverse processes that
include motor function, motivation, associative learning and acute valence 6–8.
Many of these functions are conserved across animal species, including the
experimentally-tractable vinegar fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Studies in flies
have verified dopamine’s importance in sleep 9–11, reward conditioning 12–14,
courtship 15, aversive learning 16,17, and olfactory memories formed within the
mushroom body (MB) 12,13,17–21.

The synaptic fields of the MB are formed from the confluence of ~2000
odor-responsive sensory Kenyon cells (KCs), 34 mushroom-body output
neurons (MBONs), and ~120 dopaminergic cells (DANs) 22. Dopamine release
modulates the weights of synapses between the KCs and the MBONs 23,24,
assigning negative or positive valence to an odor response when coincident
events activate aversive or appetitive DANs, respectively 25. In addition to this
associative role, certain MB DANs are required for innate preference behavior 14,
can acutely drive valent behavior, and form direct contacts with the MBONs 26,
activity wherein is sufficient to drive avoidance and attraction 27.

Both DANs and KCs synapse with MBONs 28, which affect behavioral valence by
influencing locomotion 27. Changes in olfactory valence arise when DANs
modulate KC→MBON synaptic strength 23–25. DAN activity itself is also reported
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to drive valence 26,28, but, relative to dopamine’s diverse roles in olfactory
conditioning 12,14,16,18,29–39, this behavior has been less explored.

In the present study, we used optogenetic activation experiments, in which
freely-moving flies bearing optogenetic constructs were allowed to approach
or avoid artificial activation of genetically defined dopaminergic cells. We
found that flies are attracted to or avoid select dopaminergic activities, but are
largely indifferent to others. Genetic lesions indicate that dopaminergic acute
valence is independent of MB sensory and associative functions, suggesting
that this behavior is distinct from learning. In a broad driver, valence depends
on dopamine, glutamate and octopamine; in the β-lobe DANs, valence depends
on both dopamine and glutamate, establishing roles for co-transmitters. An
optogenetic inhibition experiment of the β-lobe DANs revealed that, even in a
low-stimulus environment, pre-existing neural activity contributes to ongoing
locomotor behavior.

Results
Mushroom-body dopamine neurons drive approach and avoidance
To investigate the role of dopamine on acute approach/avoidance behaviors,
we generated transgenic flies expressing an optogenetic activator (Chrimson,
henceforth ‘Chr’) 40 in the paired-anterior-medial dopaminergic neurons (PAM
DANs) that project to the MB 12,13,41. The flies were then analyzed in a light-dark
choice assay (Figure 1A). The R58E02 is a fusion of a flanking region of the
Dopamine transporter (DAT) gene fused with Gal4 42,43. This driver expresses in
a large subset of the PAM DANs, and has fibers in a broad set of MB neuropil
zones 12,13,35,36,44,45 (Figure 1B, S1A). Valence was calculated as an effect size
calculated as the  mean difference between optogenetic test flies and the
corresponding controls, and displayed as effect-size curves 46. Flies
expressing the Chr opto-activator with the R58E02 transgene were strongly
attracted to light (Figure 1E, Movie S1). By contrast, another driver, R15A04,
expressed in PAM DANs that send fibers to a more restricted set of MB zones
36,43,45 (Figure 1C, S1B). These R15A04>Chr flies tended to avoid the light at the
highest illumination intensity (70 µM/mm2, Figure 1F). Thus, while activation
of the R58E02 DANs drives strong positive valence, flies will avoid activation
in the subset defined by R15A04.
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Figure 1. Activities in different dopaminergic cells drive valence
A. Optogenetic assay schematic showing that, after an initial dark phase, half of
the chamber is illuminated with two bands of red light. See Methods for further
details.

B–C. A schematic summary of two DAN drivers, R58E02 and R15A04, with
projections to MB synaptic zones. R58E02 expresses in nearly all the PAM types,
projecting to α1, β1, β2, β'1, β'2, γ4, and γ5, with weaker expression in γ1, γ2, and
the peduncle. R15A04 expresses in PAMs that project to the α1, β2, β'1, and γ5
zones.

D. Schematic of hypothetical locomotor modes for valence. Top Flies move slowly
in the favored area. Bottom Flies maneuver to remain in the favored area. Either
mode increases the time spent in the preferred area.

E. R58E02>Chr flies spent more time in the light zones. The upper panel shows the
preference indices (PIs) for test flies (red dots) and driver and responder controls
(R58E02/+ and Chr/+, gray dots). The lower panel shows the valence effect sizes
(mean differences, ∆PI) between control and test flies, with confidence intervals
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(black line) and the distribution of ∆PI error (blue curve). The positive ∆PI values
indicate a positive valence. See Table S1 for detailed genotypes and statistics.

F. R15A04>Chr flies avoided opto-activation. The negative ∆PI values indicate
avoidance.

G. Walking behavior of the subset of flies that entered the choice zonet from the
dark side, as they approach the dark–light interface. Traces of R58E02>Chr paths
(black) are aligned to choice-zone entry, i.e. locked to the time of entering the
boundary area. The colored lines show the overall mean trajectory. The horizontal
axis is aligned to the middle of the choice zone. Test flies slowed or stopped at the
boundary, with their heads on either side of the middle of the light interface.

H. Traces of R15A04>Chr flies as they enter the choice zone from the dark side.
Trajectory data were taken from epochs with 70 µW/mm illumination.

DAN activation influences locomotion
When traversing a boundary between two stimulus areas, walking flies
encountering aversive stimuli or an aversive odor use reversals or turns to
maneuver away 18,27. However, a fly displaying a spatial preference for one of
two areas could hypothetically employ another locomotor mode: slowing
down in the favored area (Figure 1D). We explored how valence, choice, and
speed were associated in R58E02 and R15A04 flies. Regressions between
preference, speed ratio, and a choice index showed that, in these lines
preference was more strongly determined by differential speed (Figure
S1C-F). We also inspected locomotion at the boundary by aligning the
dark-to-light trajectories in a single experiment. In the subset of flies that
entered the boundary choice-zone, trajectory lines drawn over time
indicated that, as the optogenetic DAN lines traverse into the choice zone
from the dark side, the R58E02>Chr flies tend to walk slower and frequently
stop in the boundary area (Figure 1G-H). These observations suggest that
these groups of DANs affect valence via walking-speed changes.
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Figure 2. Kenyon cells are dispensable for R58E02 DAN valence.
A. R58E02>Chr flies are attracted to green light. Left schematic illustrates the
expression pattern of R58E02. Flies carrying all three transgenes displayed
attraction to green light (green dots), resulting in positive valence (black dots
and blue curves in the lower panel). Parental-type control flies (R58E02-Gal4/+ or
MB247-LexA/+; UAS-Chr/+, gray dots) showed a neutral preference for green light.

B. Relative to genetic controls, MB247-LexA>lexAop-ACR1 flies display a modest
avoidance of green light at high intensities (22 and 72 µW/mm2). Schematic
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indicates that MB247-LexA drives expression of ACR in a majority of MB intrinsic
Kenyon cells.

C. In R58E02>Chr/MB247>ACR1 flies, preference for DAN activation mediated by
R58E02-Gal4>UAS-Chr is unaffected by simultaneous opto-inhibition of the MB
intrinsic cells with MB247-LexA>lexAop-ACR1. Effect sizes (blue curves) show the
net effect of comparing test flies carrying all four transgenes (green dots) with
controls (gray dots).

The Kenyon cells are dispensable for broad DAN attraction
DANs instruct odor memory by modulating KC function 23,25. We thus asked
whether, like memory, DAN optogenetic valence relies on KC activity 47,48. We
implemented a strategy to allow flies to simultaneously activate DANs with
Chr and inhibit KCs using the light-actuated anion channelrhodopsin, GtACR1
(hereon ‘ACR1’) 49,50. As both channelrhodopsins are responsive to green light,
we tested the ability of green light to both activate DANs and silence KCs.
R58E02>Chr flies were attracted to green light (Figure 2A, S2A), confirming
effective Chr actuation. One possible confound would be if flies responded
to KC inhibition with a strong attraction that masked DAN attraction;
however, in a valence test, MB247>ACR1 flies exhibited only mild aversion
(Figure 2B). With aversive shock–odor conditioning under green light (Figure
S2E), flies expressing the opto-inhibitor in the KCs (MB247>ACR1) failed to
learn (Figure S2F), demonstrating that ACR1 sufficiently inhibits KCs to
abolish memory formation. In R58E02>Chr flies, green light successfully
induced optogenetic appetitive memories; however, in R58E02>Chr,
MB247>ACR1 flies, green light did not induce synthetic memory (Figure S2G),
further verifying that ACR1 elicits KC inhibition. Flies carrying the R58E02>Chr,
MB247>ACR1 genotype were then tested for their optogenetic preference;
even with inhibited KCs, valence remained intact (Figure 2C, S2B). Additional
control experiments also showed that the olfactory receptor neurons are not
required for PAM valence (Figure S2CD). These results indicate that, for
PAM-mediated attraction, olfactory input and KC activity are dispensable.
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Figure 3. Dopamine is required for normal DAN-mediated attraction
A. Schematic illustrating the use of MB247-Gal4 to use RNA interference to knock
down receptor expression in the R58E02-LexA>lexAop-Chr optogenetic background.
B-C. Knocking down Dop1R1, Dop1R2, and Dop2R in the KCs had minor effects on
R58E02-LexA>lexAop-Chr light attraction. The gray ribbon indicates the
control-valence 95% confidence interval. Experiments used 72 µW/mm2 red light.
D. Schematic for using R58E02-Gal4 to simultaneously express Chrimson and knock
down TH expression.
E. Immunohistochemistry of the PAM DAN cluster stained with α-TH (red) and α-YFP
(green) in flies expressing Chr-YFP in the R58E02 cells. Yellow rings indicate the
co-localization of α-TH and α-YFP signals in cells in the PAM cell-body cluster at
three optical slices.
F. Immunohistochemistry images of the DANs with TH-RNAi co-expression show that
cells with α-YFP signal (R58E02 cells) have a greatly lower α-TH signal.
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G-H. Knocking down TH expression with TH-RNAi has a moderate effect on R58E02
valence across four intensities. For example, at 70 µW/mm2 the valence is +0.79 ∆PI in
R58E02>Chr flies (G) and is reduced to +0.59 ∆PI in flies carrying the UAS-TH-RNAi
knockdown transgene (H).
I. Summary of the effects of reducing dopamine on R58E02-mediated valence with
either gene knockdown (UAS-TH-RNAi, with or without UAS-Dicer) or a chemical
inhibitor of TH activity (3-Iodo-L-tyrosine, 3IY). Each dot represents the percentage
effect size of light intensity in an experiment (i.e., the R58E02>Chr; TH-RNAi
experiment was replicated three times). Across all three intensities in five
experiments, dopamine depletion resulted in an average ~46% reduction in valence.
The vertical line indicates the 95% confidence interval.
J. A knockdown screen for neurotransmitters that contribute to R58E02 valence.
R58E02>Chr flies were crossed with RNAi transgenes targeting factors required for
five transmitters: TH (dopamine, replicating the prior experiment), vGlut (glutamate),
GAD1 (GABA), vAchT (acetylcholine), and TβH (octopamine). The vGlut and TβH
knockdowns showed a reduction in valence comparable to the TH knockdown.

Dopamine receptors in the KCs are dispensable to broad DAN attraction
For olfactory learning, dopamine receptor expression in the KCs is required
25,30,51. To determine if this is also true for R58E02 attraction, we knocked down
the receptors Dop1R1, Dop1R2, and Dop2R in the KCs with RNAi transgenes 52. For
this, we used R58E02-LexA to drive LexAop-Chr, which, compared to
R58E02-Gal4, yielded a relatively lower valence score. Individual knockdowns of
all three receptors caused relatively minor reductions in valence (Figure 3A-C).
This is consistent with the idea that R58E02 valence is distinct from appetitive
learning and that the KCs are not essential to R58E02-mediated valence.

Dopamine plays a partial role in R58E02 valence
We aimed to estimate the extent to which R58E02 valence has a requirement
for dopamine. We depleted dopamine in the DANs with several methods. First,
we used RNAi against tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), an essential enzyme for
dopamine synthesis 53, encoded in flies by the TH gene (also referred to as
pale). In R58E02 > TH-RNAi flies, immunohistochemical staining of the DANs
showed that TH expression was markedly reduced (Figure 3D-F, Movie S2-S3).
Compared to flies with intact TH expression (Figure 3G), flies with reduced TH in
the R58E02 DANs expressed substantially lower valence (Figure 3H). This partial
valence reduction was observed in the three higher light intensities, and across
three replications of this experiment (Figure 3G-H, S3A-D). We aimed to
increase the RNAi transgene’s efficacy with the simultaneous overexpression of
Dicer2 endonuclease; this resulted in overall valence that was comparable to
the RNAi alone (Figure S3E, 3I). Finally, we systemically depleted dopamine by
feeding flies 3-iodotyrosine (3-IY), a competitive inhibitor of TH 54,55. This
pharmacological intervention also resulted in R58E02>Chr valence undergoing
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a large partial reduction (Figure S3F-G). Averaging the results of all three
interventions (TH-RNAi alone, TH-RNAi with Dicer2, and 3-IY) across three light
intensities indicated that dopamine depletion reduces R58E02-mediated
valence to 54% of control levels, i.e., an overall reduction of –46% (Figure 3I). So
it appears that dopamine is mediating about half of R58E02 valence.

Broad DAN attraction relies on glutamate and octopamine
We hypothesized that the dopamine-independent component of R58E02
valence may depend on one or more other neurotransmitters. We knocked
down genes involved in the synthesis or vesicular transport of four other
transmitters: vGlut for glutamate, Gad1 for GABA, vAChT for acetylcholine, and
Tꞵh for octopamine. Of these, knockdown of vGlut and Tꞵh in the R58E02 cells
produced effects on valence that were comparable to the dopamine reduction
(Figure 3J). This result supports the idea that R58E02 valence also requires
glutamate and octopamine.
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Figure 4. MBONs drive valence via choice effects, not speed effects.
A. A screen of optogenetic Chr valence in 15 MBON-related lines (split-Gal4 and Gal4
drivers). Orange markers show the valence scores (black dots) and distributions
(curves) of each cross, comparing test flies with controls. See Table S1 for effect
sizes. The matrix key below shows driver identifiers in the top row, and MBON cell
types in which each driver expresses; M denotes multiple cell types. See Table S2 for
further details.

B. A schematic of VT999036 projections to MBON synaptic-zone subsets. The
VT999036 is reported to drive expression in two MBON types, MBON21 and MBON22
(also known as MBON-γ1γ2 and MBON-γ4γ5) 22.

C. VT999036>Chr flies avoided opto-activation at the two highest illumination
intensities (22 and 70 µW/mm2). The valence curve is the same data from the screen
summary.

D. When VT999036>Chr flies move through the choicepoint, they tend to turn away
from the light.

E. In VT999036>Chr flies, a relationship between preference and speed ratios was
absent.
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F. In VT999036>Chr flies, choice index and preference were related.

G. Summary of regressions of DAN and MBON driver valence. Coefficients of
determination for DAN lines (blue dots) and MBON lines (orange dots) are shown for
four locomotor metrics as compared to valence (∆Preference). The four metrics are
∆choice, ∆speed ratio, and the effect sizes of the dark-light and light-dark
choice-point exit probabilities (∆PEDL and ∆PELD, respectively).

DANs and MBONs drive valence with different locomotion patterns
In the mushroom body, the MBONs are known to drive valence 27, and receive
synaptic input from the DANs 56. We asked whether the valence responses
mediated by activating DANs and MBONs have similar locomotor features.
Screening a panel of MBON drivers for valence (Figure 4A, S4A-B), one line,
VT999036, was found to have the strongest valence. VT999036 drives expression
in MBONs that project to the γ lobe, termed MBON-γ1γ2 and MBON-γ4γ5 cells,
also known as MBON types 21 and 22, respectively 22,35 (Figure 4B, S4E-F, Table
S2). Activation of VT999036 caused strong aversive valence that (in those flies
that crossed from dark to light) was associated with turning away from the light
at a light-dark boundary (Figure 4C-D). The dark preference of VT999036>Chr
flies had little relationship to light–dark speed differences but was correlated
with a choice index, i.e., fly trajectories at the boundary (Figure 4E-F). This
contrasts with R58E02>Chr and R15A04>Chr flies, in which valence is correlated
with speed (Figure 1G-H, S1C-F).

This observation led us to ask whether the speed/choice dissociation observed
in the R58E02 and VT999036 lines was part of a trend for DAN and MBON lines
generally. We analyzed metrics for all lines in the MBON and DAN screens
(Figure S4A-B, S5A-B) and used them in regressions of the two screens’ valence
and speed ratio effect sizes. This analysis indicated that PAM-mediated
valences were weakly determined by choice and strongly determined by speed
differences (Figure 4G, S4H-K, S5A-B). In contrast, MBON-mediated valence was
weakly associated with speed and more strongly determined by choice and
choice-point exit probabilities (Figure 4G, S4L-O). Because lines for both
neuronal categories can drive attraction and avoidance, this difference is not
easily explained by valence polarity. Still, it suggests that MBON and DAN
activities have differential effects on two navigational properties: turning and
speed.
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Figure 5. Valence mediated by dopaminergic β-lobe neurons is dependent on both
dopamine and glutamate.
A-B. An optogenetic activation screen of 22 PAM-DAN lines identified MB213B as the
specifically expressing line with the strongest positive valence. Light preference was
tested with 72 µW/mm2 red light. Table shows the PAM cell types in which each driver
expresses; ‘M’ denotes multiple cell types. See Table S2 for further details.
C. Expression pattern of Chr-YFP with driver MB213B showed projections to both
zones of the β lobe (zones β1 and β2).
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D. Replication of the MB213B>Chr screen experiment confirmed that these flies are
attracted to optogenetic light at the two highest intensities.
E-F. Meta-analysis of three replicates of MB213B > TH-RNAi; Chr yielded weighted ΔPI
values of +0.17 at 22 μW/mm2 and +0.25 at 70 μW/mm2 (orange curves).
G. Expressing vGlut-RNAi with the MB213B driver similarly resulted in reduced (but
not ablated) valence.
H. MB213>ACR1 flies avoided the green-illuminated area.

PAM-β valence is at least partially dependent on dopamine
The opposing valence of R58E02 and R15A04 suggested valence heterogeneity
in different subsets of PAM DANs. Numerous studies have found that
valence-related behaviors like food-seeking, courtship, sleep, and appetitive
memory are dependent on different MB sub-compartments and specific DAN
subsets 24,27,39,45,57–62. To identify PAM types that drive valence, we screened
twenty split-Gal4 lines 22,27 and identified several with valence, both negative
and positive (Figure 5A–B). Of these lines, we focused on MB213B as it had the
strongest positive valence (Figure 5B). This line expresses in the PAM-β1 and
PAM-β2 types (PAM4 and PAM10, respectively) with minor expression in the
PAM11 (PAM-α1) cells 22 (Table S2). Since valence in R58E02>Chr flies is only
partially dependent on dopamine, we interrogated MB213B>Chr dopamine
dependency. Knocking down TH in PAM-β cells produced variable results
(Figure S5C-E); to resolve these replicate differences, we used inverse-variance
meta-analysis using a fixed-effects model to calculate weighted
mean-difference estimates at the 22 and 70 μW/mm2 light intensities 63. These
meta-analyses showed that, when compared to non-RNAi flies (Figure 5D),
knockdown of TH produced a robust though incomplete valence reduction:
–68% and –65%, respectively (Figure 5E-F). These effects are larger than the
TH-RNAi knockdown effects for R58E02>Chr, which were –42% and –40% for the
same light intensities (Figure 3I).

PAM-β valence is partially dependent on glutamate
The PAM-β cells have been shown via single-cell RNA-seq to express several
other neurotransmitter-related genes, including vGlut, vAChT, and Gad1 39. As
glutamate appears to be a co-transmitter for R58E02 valence, we examined the
effect of vGlut knockdown in the specific driver. MB213B > vGlut-RNAi; Chr flies
displayed valence that was reduced but, like the TH knockdown, not eliminated
(Figure 5G). Thus, it appears that both glutamate and dopamine transmission
contribute to valence mediated by the MB213B driver, likely through the PAM-β
cells.
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Pre-existing β-lobe DAN activity contributes to ongoing valence
We asked whether flies are responsive to inhibition of the MB213B cells 64. To
drive inhibition, we expressed ACR1 in the MB213B cells 49,50. MB213B>ACR1 flies
displayed negative valence towards green light, indicating that the PAM-β cells
are active during this simple behavioral task, and that this activity contributes
to valent locomotion (Figure 5H).

Discussion
Differences between appetitive learning and acute DAN valence
In this study we provide evidence that a dopaminergic system known to
instruct learning also drives acute valence. The PAM DANs instruct appetitive
odor learning 12,51, such that subsequent encounters with the same odor will
elicit increased approach behavior. Three features distinguish DAN-mediated
olfactory learning from DAN-evoked acute valence. First, unlike classical
Pavlovian learning—which requires an association between dopamine and a
sensory stimulus—acute DAN valence occurs in an experimental environment
that is otherwise largely featureless, such that the optogenetic illumination is
the only salient sensory stimulus. Second, while the KCs are critical to
DAN-mediated sensory associative learning 47,48, activated DAN acute valence
has little to no reliance on KCs. Third, while learning has a complete
dependency on dopamine receptors in the KCs 30,34,65, R58E02 PAM valence does
not have critical dependencies on either dopamine-receptor function in the
KCs or PAM dopamine synthesis. Thus, DAN-dependent learning and DAN
valence appear to be distinct processes that act through different circuits and
signaling systems.

Differences between DAN and MBON valence
Previously, it was shown that PPL DANs are able to drive optogenetic valence
behavior 56. This study excluded the KCs as the downstream neurons through
which the PAM DANs affect valence. This suggests the MBONs as possible
mediators, since this class of neurons are major output cells of the MB 22,66–68,
and receive synaptic input from the DANs 56.

Under the assumption that DAN valence is mediated by MBONs, we explored
some features of valent locomotion as driven by the two cell types. The DAN
lines primarily influenced optogenetic light preference by affecting walking
speed, while the MBONs, as previously shown 27, had their primary effect by
changing trajectories at the light–dark interface, a trend that was independent
of valence polarity. There are at least four possible explanations for this
difference. First, some of the driver lines (e.g. VT999036) capture cells without
MB projections, and these could be contributing to valence, at least in some
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cases. Second, DANs may have a symmetrical influence on walking, while the
MBONs have an asymmetrical effect on walking, perhaps via an algorithm
similar to those in Braitenberg vehicles 69. Third, assuming that DAN valence is
mediated by MBON activity, it may be that the MBONs have speed effects when
quiescent, but drive turning when highly active, e.g., through distinct
downstream circuits with distinct responsiveness to MBON activity. Fourth, the
MBON screen may not have included the downstream cells responsible for DAN
valence, i.e., other downstream circuits mediate the DAN effects. On this fourth
point: the drivers that express in co-zonal DAN and MBON types do not
necessarily specify cellular subtypes that share synapses 70,71.

The function of DAN→MBON interactions remains unknown, indeed it is not
known whether the DANs drive valent locomotion through the MBONs.
Moreover, the idea that DAN valences are exclusively mediated by DAN→MBON
synapses in the MB is likely to be incorrect. Connectomic analysis has shown
that the PAMs can have pre-synapses in other neuropils 71, suggesting that at
least some of the valence effects could be mediated through PAM signaling to
non-MB areas. In either case, the speed/turning dissociation is hard to explain
with current information.

The appetitive DANs have non-conditioning functions
These results cast DAN-driven acute valence and olfactory sensory learning as
separable processes, wherein the DANs bifurcate to perform two distinct
functions. In response to rewarding (or punishing) stimuli, the PAM DANs
appear to (1) write olfactory memories to Kandelian-type KC synapses for
future reference, and (2) instruct immediate changes in locomotor behavior.
Imaging of the MB has shown that DAN activity is closely connected with motor
states and locomotion 24,72,73. Inhibition experiments have revealed that DAN
activities guide innate odor avoidance 74, and odor navigation 73. Similarly, in
mammals, reward-related behaviors can be separated into consummatory,
motivational, and learning components, of which the latter two are
attributable to dopamine function 75. Organizing parallel signals of a single
reward circuit into distinct motivational and associative dopaminergic
synapses ensures coherence between valence (the present) and subsequent
learned sensory responses (the future). From an evolutionary perspective, we
speculate that the motor-function arm predates the associative arm 76, which
was inserted when the first sensory systems (taste and olfaction) developed.

DAN valence relies on glutamate and octopamine
Knocking down TH function reduced R58E02 valence by roughly half, suggesting
the involvement of other neurotransmitters. Ablating four other
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neurotransmitter pathways found that lesions in glutamate transport and
octopamine synthesis also produced substantial reductions. Using the narrow
driver MB213B which drives expression in the PAM-β cells, knockdowns
revealed that dopamine and glutamate were required for normal valence. In
previous studies, single-cell RNA sequencing revealed the co-expression of
vGlut, Gad1, vAChT and Tbh in subpopulations of dopaminergic neurons 39,77.
Together, these findings indicate that the PAM DANs use dopamine,
octopamine, and glutamate as co-transmitters.

Study limitations
Of this study’s many limitations, of note is the sometimes pronounced
variability in results between experimental iterations. For example, R58E02 >
Chr flies showed variable valence when tested by different experimenters at
different times (Figure 1E, 3G). Similarly, MB213B > Chr;  TH-RNAi flies showed
variable valence (Figure S5C-E). One likely contributor is routine sampling error
78. For several dopamine-depletion experiments, we mitigated sampling error
using meta-analysis to calculate a ‘high-resolution’ effect size (78. It is also
possible that neurotransmitter dependencies may vary between iterations due
to uncontrolled changes during development or internal state. For example,
the loss of dopamine may sometimes lead to developmental compensation,
such as neurotransmitter switching or circuit adjustments. In mammals,
neurotransmitter switching in dopaminergic cells can occur as a result of
stimuli such as odor or light stress 79–81. In Drosophila, the expression of vGlut in
DANs increases as dopamine is depleted either pharmacologically or due to
aging 82. It is possible that, as RNAi depletes TH, the PAM-β cells switch to
glutamate as a substitute transmitter. Another possible explanation of the
variability is that, due to one or more uncontrolled variables, some neurons’
valence is susceptible to internal state. Imaging has shown that PAM-γ cells
display activities that vary depending on state, such as starvation and walking
24,64. If, for example, PAM-β baseline activity is high, it might be expected that
the valence due to further activation will be small. Conversely, in a low
baseline activity state, stimulation of these cells would be expected to result in
a large effect.

Ongoing DAN activities shape behavior
That flies avoid silencing the PAM-β dopaminergic cells indicates that
stimulus-independent DAN activities influence behavior. In the context of
Pavlovian conditioning, dopamine has been closely associated with its role as a
transient, stimulus-evoked signal, while this result indicates that some of the
PAM neurons are active even in a chamber lacking food, odor, shock, or other
stimuli. Physiological recordings show that, along with sucrose responses,
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PAM-γ activities are correlated with motion and guide odor-tracking behavior,
supporting the idea that PAM-DAN activities both respond to and steer
locomotor behavior 24,73. In our optogenetic preference screen, activity in
various PAM DAN populations were rewarding, aversive or showed little
preference effect, indicating that there is a diversity of functions between
different DAN types, consistent with findings for learning and memory
12,14,18,31–39,51. The bidirectionality of the attractive and aversive effects of
increasing and decreasing activity in this dopaminergic system is similar to
valence responses to activation and inhibition of dopaminergic cells in the
mammalian ventral tegmental area 8,83,84 and is reminiscent of the increases
and decreases in activity in that area that occur during positive and negative
reward prediction errors, respectively 85. Whole-brain imaging in the nematode
has shown that global brain dynamics track closely with locomotion 86,
suggesting that the primary overarching function of brains is to coordinate
motor function. That the mushroom-body DANs drive preference-related
locomotion suggest that they have two types of valence roles: informing
responses to future experiences while steering current behavior.
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Methods
Fly strains
Flies were cultured on a standard fly medium 87 at 25°C and 60% humidity in a
12 h light: 12 h dark cycle. Wild-type flies were a cantonized w1118 line. The DAN
and MBON split-Gal4 lines described in 22 were a gift from Gerry Rubin (Howard
Hughes Medical Institute), except for VT041043-Gal4 88 and VT49126-Gal4 35,
which were obtained from the Vienna Drosophila Resource Center (VDRC).
VT999036 was a gift from Barry Dickson (Howard Hughes Medical Institute). The
Gal4 transgenic lines were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center (BDSC) and included: R58E02-Gal4 13, R15A04-Gal4 43,
20x-UAS-CsChrimson 40, 13X-LexAOp2-GtACR1 89, MB247-Gal4 90, MB247-LexA 91.
R53C03-Gal4 22, R76B09-Gal4 35, R52G04-Gal4 27. NP5272-Gal4 20 were obtained
from the Kyoto Stock Center (DGRC). The RNAi lines used were: Dop1R1 (KK
107058), Dop1R2 (KK 105324), Dop2R (GD 11471), and TH (KK 108879), obtained
from VDRC; as well as Gad1 (BDSC_51794), Tꞵh (BDSC_76062), and vAChT
(BDSC_80435) from the Transgenic RNAi Project 92. Supplemental Table 1
provides detailed descriptions of genotypes shown in each figure

Transgenic animal preparation
Gal4, UAS-CsChrimson, and UAS-ACR1 crosses were maintained at 25°C and 60%
humidity, in darkness. Groups of 25 newly eclosed flies were separated into
vials for 2–3 days (in the dark at 25°C) before behavioral phenotyping. Control
flies were generated by crossing the driver or responder line with a wild-type
w1118 strain (originally bought from VDRC), and raising the progeny under
identical regimes to those used for the test flies. A stock solution of
all-trans-retinal was prepared in 95% ethanol (w/v) and mixed with warm,
liquefied fly food. Each vial was covered with aluminum foil and incubated at
25°C in the dark. Before optogenetic experiments, 3–5 day-old male flies were
fed 0.5 mM all-trans-retinal (Sigma) for 2–3 days at 25°C in the dark.

Drug treatment
Male flies (3–5 days old) were placed on 1% agar containing 5% sucrose, 10
mg/mL 3-iodo-L-tyrosine (3-IY, Sigma), and 0.5 mM all-trans-retinal for 2–3 days
at 25°C in the dark prior to behavioral testing. Control flies were fed on the
same food but with 3-IY omitted.

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described 50. Briefly,
brains were dissected in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in PBS with
4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 20 min. Samples were
washed three times with PBT (PBS + 1% Triton X-100) and blocked with 5%
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normal goat serum for 1 h. Samples were then incubated with primary
antibodies overnight at 4°C. After three additional washes with PBT, samples
were incubated with secondary antibodies overnight at 4°C. The following
primary and secondary antibodies were used: mouse α-DLG1 (4F3 α-DISCS
LARGE 1, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:200 dilution), Alexa Fluor
488 rabbit α-GFP-IgG (A-21311, Molecular Probes, 1:200 dilution), Alexa-Fluor 568
goat anti-mouse (1:200, Molecular Probes).

Confocal laser microscopy and neuroanatomy
Confocal images were acquired under a Zeiss LSM 710 microscope at a z-step of
0.5 μm using 20×, 40×, or 63× objectives. Images were analyzed using ImageJ
software. Images are shown in black and white as a maximum projection
intensity (MIP) of the green channel. The stacks were visualized and analyzed
with the FIJI distribution (www.fiji.sc) of ImageJ (NIH). Outlines of α-Dlg1
expression in the mushroom body were traced with Adobe Illustrator.
Projection patterns and zonal identity were assigned as previously described 22.
When not verified by microscopy, cell types and projection patterns were
classified by review of published reports (Table S2) 22,35,36,45,51,88.

Optogenetic response assay
Behavior experiments were performed as previously described 50. Each
behavioral arena was cut with 55 × 4 mm stadium/discorectangle geometry; 15
such arenas were cut from 1.5 mm-thick transparent acrylic. During the
behavioral assay, arenas were covered with a transparent acrylic lid. As
previously described 3, flies were anesthetized on ice before loading into each
chamber in the dark. The arena multiplex was kept under infrared (IR) light at
25°C for 2–3 min before starting the assay. Flies were aroused by shaking the
arenas just before starting the experiment. All behaviors were recorded under
IR light. The multiplex was illuminated with red or green light from a
mini-projector positioned above the arena (Optoma ML750). For CsChrimson
experiments, flies were illuminated with four red-light intensities: 1.3, 5, 22, and
70 µW/mm2. For ACR1 experiments, the flies were illuminated with four green
light intensities: 1.6, 7, 28, and 92 µW/mm2. The colored light intensity was
varied by changing the level of the respective RGB component of the projected
color. For each experiment, the arenas were illuminated for 60 s with
equal-sized quadrants to produce a banded light-dark-light-dark pattern.

Video tracking
The behavior arena was imaged with a monochrome camera (Guppy-046 B,
Allied Vision) with two IR longpass filters in series (IR Filter IR850, Green.L).
Videos were processed in real time with CRITTA software written in LabView 50.
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The x-y coordinates of each fly’s head were individually tracked (at 25 frames
per second) using CRITTA’s tracking feature. CRITTA was also used to control the
timing, hue and intensity of the illumination, and to count the number of flies
in each quadrant for each video frame. The light borders were identified and
calibrated using a function of the CRITTA plugin, which illuminates quadrants
at low intensity and captures an image of the arenas (with camera IR filters
removed). The plugin software calculates the horizontal intensity profile of
each arena and finds the center of each light-dark boundary using an
edge-detection algorithm. The light-border drift between presented
experiments was 330 µm (95CI 230 µm; 430 µm). Between the light and dark
regions, there is a light gradient that was a mean 670 µm wide with a range of
420 to 1040 µm. This was measured from 45 images of boundaries from 15
chambers, and scored as all the pixels falling between high (light-on) and
low-intensity light regions.

Olfactory conditioning
Conditioning was performed as previously described 50,93. Briefly, each behavior
chamber was 50 mm long, 5 mm wide, and 1.3 mm high; the floor and ceiling of
each chamber were composed of transparent shock boards made from indium
tin oxide electrodes printed on glass (Visiontek UK). Odorized air was pumped
into each end of each arena at 500 mL/min. The odors were
4-methylcyclohexanol (MCH) at 9 parts per million (ppm) and 3-octanol (OCT)
at 6 ppm, as measured with a photoionization detector (RAE systems,
ppbRAE3000). The air exited the chamber via two vents located in the middle,
creating two odor partitions in the conditioning area. Each experiment was
performed with 4–6 flies. For opto-conditioning, flies were presented with
either OCT or MCH odor paired with green light (515 nm, 28 µW/mm2), followed
by another odor without visible light (IR light only). During shock-conditioning,
the presentation of either OCT or MCH was coupled with 12 electric shocks of 1
s duration at 60V 18. Conditioned-odor preference (memory) was tested by the
presentation of both odors, one from each side. For each of the two odors, a
half performance index (PI) was calculated according to the fly position
coordinates during the last 30 s of each testing phase; for each iteration, data
from odor pairs were averaged to obtain a full PI 94.

Preference and speed analysis
Custom Python scripts were used for data processing, analysis and
visualization. The scripts integrated several routines from NumPy, pandas,
matplotlib, and seaborn. For every fly, the x-y coordinates of the head location
(recorded at 25 frames per second) underwent rolling-window smoothing,
using a centered 1 s-wide triangular window. The following metrics were
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obtained (for every fly) for the last 30 s of each test session:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝑃𝐼) = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒  

𝑙𝑜𝑔
2
 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐿𝑆𝑅) =  𝑙𝑜𝑔

2
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘( )

While all flies could be assigned a PI, the log2 Speed Ratio (LSR) could be
computed only for flies that moved in both light and dark regions during the
illumination epoch. Flies that remained stationary for the entire illumination
epoch, or remained in only the light or dark zones, were excluded from the
speed ratio calculation. Flies that start and remain in either the dark or light
zone throughout an epoch, but still move within the zone, are assigned an
extreme PI (–1.0 or +1.0, respectively).

Choice-zone trajectory analysis
A choice trajectory was defined as any transit in and out of a choice-zone
defined to extend 3 mm in either direction from all three light borders.
Trajectories were identified for every fly that approached the choice zone, and
the following metrics were computed:

𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝐶𝐼) =  𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑡𝑜 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑃𝐸𝐷𝐿) = 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑃𝐸𝐿𝐷) = 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

The above three metrics were computed for all flies that entered a choice zone
at least once during the illumination epoch. Flies that did not make such a
crossing during the epoch (i.e. remained on one side for the epoch duration)
were necessarily excluded from  boundary trajectory analysis. Note that as flies
can enter a choice zone without ever subsequently crossing from dark to light
(or vice versa), not all flies with a choice index could also be assigned a speed
ratio; this would include flies that consistently made choice-zone reversals
without crossing a light-dark boundary. Thus, the choice-zone analysis
necessarily excludes flies that never cross a light-dark boundary.

Effect-size regression
To compare the valence effect size (∆ Preference) with locomotion effect sizes,
we calculated ∆ values for four locomotion metrics.

∆ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (∆𝐿𝑆𝑅) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐿𝑆𝑅
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

 – 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐿𝑆𝑅
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙
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∆ 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (∆𝐶𝐼) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐶𝐼
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

 – 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐶𝐼
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

∆ 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝐷 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

 – 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝐸𝐿𝐷
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

∆ 𝑃𝐸𝐷𝐿 =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝐸𝐷𝐿
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

 – 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝐸𝐷𝐿
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙

Each ∆ value was calculated for the two highest illumination intensity epochs
(22 and 70 µW/mm2) for all PAM or MBON lines. As the locomotion metrics
require that a fly crosses the light–dark boundary at least once, some flies were
necessarily censored from this analysis.

Each set of effect sizes was subjected to regression against the corresponding
∆ Preference values. Regression was performed with the linear least-squares
method of the SciPy library. For both mean differences and coefficients of
determination (R2), distributions and 95% confidence intervals were obtained
from 3,000 resamples, using bias correction and acceleration 95 with the
scikits.bootstrap package.

Meta-analysis of dopamine-depleting interventions
Different dopamine loss-of-function experiments with R58E02>Chr were done
using 3-iodo-tyrosine, TH-RNAi, or TH-RNAi with Dicer2 at several light
intensities, a total of 15 valence experiments. We aimed to estimate the effect
of reducing dopamine function in the R58E02 cells as a percentage of wild-type
behavior 65,96. Using data from three replicates of the R58E02>Chr experiment,
we first calculated a mean ΔPI (controls) valence via simple averaging for the 5,
22 and 70 μW/mm2 light conditions. The ΔPIs for each dopamine-depleting
intervention were then expressed as a percentage of the control value 96 for
each of three light intensities .

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 ∆𝑃𝐼 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 =  Σ Δ𝑃𝐼 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 3 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
3

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 (%∆𝑃𝐼) =  𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 Δ𝑃𝐼
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 Δ𝑃𝐼  × 100

The data used for calculating the mean ΔPI (controls) value is presented in
Figures 3G, S3D and S3E. The data used for calculating % of control for each
intervention is presented in figures: S3B (3-iodo-tyrosine); 3H, S3F and S3G
(TH-RNAi); S3C (TH-RNAi with Dicer2).

Meta-analysis of experimental replicates
For replicates of the MB213> TH-RNAi; Chrimson experiment, we performed
inverse-variance meta-analysis with a fixed-effects model. A weighted effect
size was calculated as follows:
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θ
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 

 =  
Σ (θ

𝑖
𝑤

𝑖
)

Σ 𝑤
𝑖

Where:

θ
𝑖
 =  𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖

𝑤
𝑖
 =  𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖 =  1

𝑠
𝑖
2

𝑠
𝑖
2 =  𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 +  𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖

Statistics
Effect sizes were used for data analysis and interpretation. Summary measures
for each group were plotted as a vertical gapped line: the ends of the line
correspond to the ±standard deviations of the group, and the mean itself
plotted as a gap. Effect sizes were reported for each driver line as mean
differences between controls and test animals for all the behavioral metrics 97.
Two controls (driver and responder) were grouped together and the averaged
mean of the two controls was used to calculate the mean difference between
control and test flies. In text form, the mean differences and their 95%
confidence intervals are presented as “mean [95CI lower bound, upper bound].”
The mean differences are depicted as black dots, with the 95% confidence
interval indicated by error bars. Where possible, each error bar is accompanied
with a filled curve displaying the distribution of mean differences, as
calculated by bootstrap resampling. Bootstrapped distributions are robust for
non-normal data 98.

P values were calculated by the Mann-Whitney rank method in SciPy and
presented pro forma only: following best practice, no significance tests were
conducted 97. The behavioral sample sizes (typically N = 45, 45, 45) had a power
of >0.8, assuming α = 0.05 and an effect size of Hedges’ g = 0.6 SD. All error bars
for mean differences represent the 95% confidence intervals.

Genotypes and statistics for control and test flies for each panel are provided
in the Supplementary Table (Table S1), as are details of the mega-analysis of
mutant effect sizes (Figure 4G) incorporating data from across the study.

Data and code availability
The data and code that support the findings of this study will be available from
a Zenodo repository.
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